
CERTIFICATIONS

AZURE FUNDAMENTALS (AZ-900)

Microsoft

WORK EXPERIENCE

Ernst & Young, LLP | New York, New York
2017 - PRESENT | INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION & APPLIED AI CONSULTING

I'm a technologist with a passion for solving real-world problems with software. I've helped guide some of the world's most prominent companies to 
realizing substantial business transformation and revenue generation opportunities with software-based solutions. I'm extremely passionate about 
incorporating user-centric design, state-of-the-art security, and data-driven insights to build the most useful and valuable end products that will continue 
to drive long-term value for end users.

The intersection of my extensive backgrounds in both business and technology provide me with a unique perspective of business problems and a distinct 
breadth of knowledge and in-depth code-level experience in solving them. My strong experience spans across numerous sectors, industries, business 
areas and sub-areas, as well as distinctly deep understanding of technology platforms and the coding languages driving them.

SEAN QUINN
TECHNOLOGIST｜THOUGHT LEADER

sfq.xyz

Led numerous successful large-scale process automation and applied AI initiatives for many of the most 

prominent EY clients, including program strategy, technology evalutation & selection, opportunity 

identification/assessment, delivery, and ongoing support operations

Oversaw successful collaboration efforts with EY and client teams spread across geographies

Routinely sought after as subject matter advisor for complex technical implementation issues and 

advised clients more broadly on issues surrounding cloud adoption, big data, cybersecurity

Served as key contributor to EY-global automation and AI delivery methodologies and go-to-market 

strategy; selected to advise on EY Americas committee on return-to-office and hybrid work strategy

Manager (2021 - Present)

Led several concurrent sub-project teams on assessment, design, implementation and support of 

intelligent automation capabilities within EY clients

Recognized internally as a thought leader on RPA-related matters and consistently engaged as a subject 

matter advisor for projects from within all EY service lines

Senior Consultant (2018 - 2021)

Served as key team member in the delivery of intelligent automation and big data solutions to clients
Staff Consultant (2017 - 2018)

Upgraded and maintained internal ticketing and wiki systems (Atlassian Jira, Atlassian Confluence) 

Authored scripts for consumption of enterprise Akamai CCU APIs and ETL for unannounced projects

News Corporation | New York, New York
2015 | DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONS INTERN

Performed independent gap analysis for functionality of various internal and customer-facing security 

appliances and ancillary tools, including CyberArk PIM, Symantec DLP, Splunk

QVC, inc.| West Chester, Pennsylvania
2014 | IT SECURITY INTERN

EDUCATION

Management Information Systems & Financial Accounting | Villanova, Pennsylvania
2012 - 2016 | VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY - BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMIN.

AZURE AI FUNDAMENTALS

(AI-900)

Microsoft

POWER PLATFORM

FUNDAMENTALS (PL-900)

Microsoft

CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPER

Blue Prism

CERTIFIED TECHNICAL ARCHITECT

Blue Prism

CERTIFIED INSTALLATION ENGINEER

Blue Prism

CERTIFIED SOLUTION DESIGNER

Blue Prism

SKILLS

Team leadership

Technical solution design

Applied Machine Learning / AI

JavaScript / Node.js

Program strategy

SOCIAL

stackoverflow.com/users/269970/esqew
39,471    27    87    126  
Stack Overflow

github.com/esqew
GitHub

linkedin.com/in/seanfquinn/
LinkedIn


